Introduction {#jmi12847-sec-0020}
============

Polarity is a near‐universal feature in biology and exists across scales. For example, in higher plants, one of the first steps in embryo development is the establishment of the apical‐basal axis from which the plant\'s entire body plan is elaborated. At the organ level, additional polarity axes (e.g. proximal‐distal, adaxial--abaxial, outer--inner) are involved in establishing and maintaining plant organ shape and physiological function. This macroscopic polarity at the whole plant and organ level emerges from polarity at the cellular and subcellular level. For instance, the establishment of different organ shapes necessitates directional (polar) growth at the cellular level, which in turn depends on the establishment of biochemical and structural polarity within the cell and the cell wall. Advances in microscopy techniques over the last 20 years, particularly in the use of confocal laser‐scanning microscopy for live‐cell imaging, have revealed the polar distributions of many subcellular components (organelles as well as individual proteins) within plant cells, and have greatly advanced our understanding of how polarity at the cellular and subcellular scale translates into shape and function at the cell, tissue, and organ scales.

Depending on their developmental context, plant cells can adopt different shapes and polarities, which are often functionally linked. An extreme example are tip‐growing cells, which include root hairs and pollen tubes in angiosperms as well as caulonema and protonema cells in bryophytes. In these cells, growth is confined to a small region at the tip of an extending tubular structure, which is underpinned by a highly polarised intracellular machinery. In particular, Rho Of Plants (ROP) GTPases and their interactors have been characterised as significant molecular determinants of polarity in tip‐growing cells (Feiguelman *et al*., [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}; Denninger *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}). For instance, tip‐localised ROPs have been implicated in organising a polarised actin cytoskeleton in root hairs, pollen tubes and protonema cells, which is in turn required for targeted transport of secretory trafficking towards the tip (Molendijk *et al*., [2001](#jmi12847-bib-0052){ref-type="ref"}; Gu *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0030){ref-type="ref"}; Burkart *et al*., [2015](#jmi12847-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}). Another striking example for morphologically and biochemically polarised cells are trichomes of *Arabidopsis thaliana*, which specify two distinct apical and basal domains with distinct cell wall compositions and structures. This cell wall polarisation was functionally linked to the establishment of apical and basal domains with distinct lipid signatures in the plasma membrane, which in turn recruit different subunits of the exocyst complex, which is involved in targeted secretion (Kubátová *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0045){ref-type="ref"}). Cell polarity is also critical during the development of stomata in leaves, which involves a series of asymmetric cell divisions. Regulation of these asymmetric divisions depends on the polarised protein BREAKING OF ASYMMETRY IN THE STOMATAL LINEAGE (BASL), which localises to a crescent‐shaped subcellular domain in the cell periphery that predicts the location of the larger of the two future daughter cells (Dong *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}; Mansfield *et al*., [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0050){ref-type="ref"}). BASL acts alongside POLAR LOCALISATION DURING ASYMMETRIC DIVISION AND REDISTRIBUTION (POLAR), another asymmetrically localised protein that activates a MAPK‐based signalling cascade regulating the transcription factor SPEECHLESS (SPCH), which in turn drives asymmetric division in the stomata lineage (Pillitteri *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0064){ref-type="ref"}; Houbaert *et al*., [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0037){ref-type="ref"}). Intriguingly, neither BASL or POLAR are membrane‐bound proteins, demonstrating that plant cells can set up polar domains within their cytoplasm.

These striking examples from specialised cell lineages illustrate the range of cellular responses involving some form of cell polarity: from cytoskeletal and endomembrane organisation to transcriptional regulation. For the remainder of this review however, we will focus on polyhedral, diffusely growing plant cells, which constitute the majority of cells in developing plant organs and in which polarity plays an equally essential role.

Polarity in polyhedral cells {#jmi12847-sec-0030}
============================

The often‐polyhedral shape of plant cells is one of their most striking features and has inspired a rich body of historical work employing mathematical rules to describe cell geometry and growth (Hofmeister, [1867](#jmi12847-bib-0036){ref-type="ref"}; Sachs, [1877](#jmi12847-bib-0069){ref-type="ref"}; Errera, [1888](#jmi12847-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}; Korn, [1982](#jmi12847-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). In mathematical terms, cells can be described as geometric bodies with different faces (shared with neighbouring cells with the exception of the organ surface), edges (where two faces meet), and vertices (where three edges meet in a point; Fig. [1A](#jmi12847-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Experimental work in recent decades has revealed that these geometric domains can possess corresponding distinct biochemical identities through accumulation of polar proteins and cell components.

![The cell edge as a geometric domain. Cartoon illustration geometric faces, edges and vertices on a single cell (A) and within a tissue context (B).](JMI-278-123-g001){#jmi12847-fig-0001}

Polar proteins at different faces have been studied in particular detail in the *Arabidopsis* root. In this system, cell faces are defined as apical, basal and lateral depending on their orientation relative to the root\'s main axis. Each of these faces can accumulate distinct proteins, resulting in unique identities and complex cell polarity. These proteins prominently include plasma‐membrane localised transporters of the phytohormone auxin, such as PIN‐FORMED (PIN) auxin efflux proteins and AUXIN RESISTANT1/LIKE AUXIN RESISTANT1 (AUX1/LAX) influx proteins. PIN and AUX1/LAX proteins mark the apical and basal domains of the plasma membrane, with the same PIN often labelling different domains in different cell types (Gälweiler *et al*., [1998](#jmi12847-bib-0026){ref-type="ref"}; Müller *et al*., [1998](#jmi12847-bib-0053){ref-type="ref"}; Swarup *et al*., [2001](#jmi12847-bib-0075){ref-type="ref"}; Friml *et al*., [2002a](#jmi12847-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}, b) (Figs. [2A](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}, [B](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The polar localisation of PIN and AUX1/LAX transporters is essential to establish and maintain tissue‐level auxin gradients, which are in turn pivotal to establish polarity axes at the tissue and organ scale during development (Friml *et al*., [2002a](#jmi12847-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"}; Friml *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}; Reinhardt *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0065){ref-type="ref"}; Swarup *et al*., [2004](#jmi12847-bib-0076){ref-type="ref"}; Blilou *et al*., [2005](#jmi12847-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"}; Swarup *et al*., [2008](#jmi12847-bib-0074){ref-type="ref"}; Krecek *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0044){ref-type="ref"}; Ugartechea‐Chirino *et al*., [2010](#jmi12847-bib-0080){ref-type="ref"}), reviewed by Robert *et al*. ([2015](#jmi12847-bib-0066){ref-type="ref"}), Zhou & Luo ([2018](#jmi12847-bib-0094){ref-type="ref"}). Outer and inner lateral domains of the *Arabidopsis* root epidermis are also defined by a variety of plasma membrane‐localised proteins. In contrast to the pivotal role of auxin transporters in establishing tissue‐level polarity during growth, these laterally polarised proteins have largely been associated with nutrient and water transport \[REQUIRES HIGH BORON4 (BOR4), NOD26‐LIKE INTRINSIC PROTEIN 5;1 (NIP5;1), REQUIRES HIGH BORON1 (BOR1), IRON‐REGULATED TRANSPORTER1 (IRT1)\] (Miwa *et al*., [2007](#jmi12847-bib-0051){ref-type="ref"}; Takano *et al*., [2010](#jmi12847-bib-0078){ref-type="ref"}; Barberon *et al*., [2014](#jmi12847-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"}) or pathogen defence \[PENETRATION3 (PEN3), POLAR AUXIN TRANSPORT INHIBITOR SENSITIVE1 (PIS1), PLEIOTROPIC DRUG RESISTANCE6 (PDR6)\] (Strader & Bartel, [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0072){ref-type="ref"}; Ruzicka *et al*., [2010](#jmi12847-bib-0068){ref-type="ref"}; Khare *et al*., [2017](#jmi12847-bib-0040){ref-type="ref"}) as well as trafficking regulators of these polarised proteins (Fendrych *et al*., [2013](#jmi12847-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}; reviewed by Nakamura & Grebe, [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0054){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [2B](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}).

![Polarity in the *Arabidopsis* root. (A) Tissue organisation in the *Arabidopsis* root. (B) Cartoon representation of different polar domains in different tissue layers of the *Arabidopsis* root. (C) Cartoon representation of edge‐localised proteins in *Arabidopsis* root epidermal cells.](JMI-278-123-g002){#jmi12847-fig-0002}

Polarity does not stop at the plasma membrane: establishing polarity within the cell wall surrounding each cell is an essential aspect of plant growth. In addition to the well‐described oriented deposition of cellulose within the cell wall which provides structural anisotropy (Green, [1962](#jmi12847-bib-0029){ref-type="ref"}), plants can also establish distinct cell wall polarities at different faces. In the *Arabidopsis* hypocotyl for example, cellulose microfibril organisation is highly anisotropic at the inner lateral face but significantly more isotropic at the outer lateral face, which in turn depends on differences in cortical microtubule arrangement at these faces (Crowell *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, selective modification of cell wall matrix properties at different faces has also been implicated in the establishment of anisotropic growth in the *Arabidopsis* hypocotyl (Peaucelle *et al*., [2015](#jmi12847-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). In hypocotyl epidermis cells, de‐methyesterification of pectin at longitudinal faces through polarised pectin methylesterase (PME) activity has been linked to wall loosening and consequently, increased cell wall extensibility (Peaucelle *et al*., [2015](#jmi12847-bib-0063){ref-type="ref"}). Polarised modification of cell walls at specific faces has also been described in other contexts: for example, lignin is deposited in a highly polarised fashion in endocarp *b* cells in ripening fruit pods of *Cardamine hirsuta*, a feature associated with the explosive dispersal of *Cardamine* seeds (Vaughn *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0082){ref-type="ref"}; Hofhuis *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0035){ref-type="ref"}).

Although the importance of facial polarity in *Arabidopsis* cells and cell walls has been recognised for some time, in recent years it has become apparent that plant cells additionally specify another geometric domain within polyhedral cells: their geometric edges.

The cytoskeleton at cell geometric edges {#jmi12847-sec-0040}
========================================

Some of first descriptions of plant cell geometric edges as a distinct biochemical domain come from historic observations of the cytoskeleton at these regions. In root cells of the water fern *Azolla*, cell edges are densely populated with microtubules and were proposed to act as domains of microtubule nucleation (Gunning *et al*., [1978](#jmi12847-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}; Gunning, [1980](#jmi12847-bib-0034){ref-type="ref"}). Similar observations were also made in leaflet cells of the fern *Adiantum capillus‐veneris* (Panteris *et al*., [1993a](#jmi12847-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [b](#jmi12847-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Similarly, the observation that cell edges are enriched in preprophase microtubule bands compared to the cell faces in the liverwort *Marchantia paleacea* and the fern *Adiantum capillus‐veneris* inspired the proposal that edges act as microtubule organisers (Panteris *et al*., [1991](#jmi12847-bib-0059){ref-type="ref"}; Apostolakos & Galatis, [1992](#jmi12847-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}). More recent work in *Arabidopsis* has provided insights into the molecular mechanisms underlying these early observations (Fig. [2C](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). The previously hypothesised role for cell edges in microtubule nucleation is supported by the observation that components of the microtubule‐nucleating γ‐tubulin complex, GAMMA TUBULIN COMPLEX PROTEINS2 and 3 (GCP2 and GCP3), are enriched at geometric edges in *Arabidopsis* root cells (Ambrose & Wasteneys, [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, the microtubule‐associated CLIP‐ASSOCIATED PROTEIN (CLASP) localises to sharp geometric edges of growing cells in the root and shoot of *Arabidopsis* where it contributes to organising the cortical microtubule array (Ambrose *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}; Le & Ambrose, [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0046){ref-type="ref"}). Cortical microtubules encountering sharp edges typically undergo catastrophe (rapid depolymerisation at the plus end). The presence of CLASP at edges can prevent microtubule catastrophe, thus allowing cortical microtubules to cross sharp edges (Ambrose *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). It has been observed in computational models of self‐organising microtubule arrays on realistic cell geometries that cell and edge geometry has an important effect on cortical microtubule organisation at the cellular scale (Chakrabortty *et al*., [2018a](#jmi12847-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, b). Microtubule nucleation and CLASP‐mediated crossing at cell edges constitute two different regulatory mechanisms beyond purely geometric cues through which cells can control cell‐wide microtubule organisation. Importantly, if different edges within a cell have different microtubule organising activities, such edges can provide vectorial information to organise directional microtubule arrays at faces. Indeed, neither CLASP nor GCP2/3 are evenly distributed along all edges. In primary root tips, GCP2/3‐GFP strongly label transverse cell edges (perpendicular to growth direction) but are virtually absent from longitudinal edges (parallel to growth direction) (Ambrose & Wasteneys, [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}). In lateral roots by contrast, GCP2‐GFP localises to both longitudinal and transverse edges, although it is approximately two‐fold enriched at transverse edges (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). CLASP is preferentially enriched at the sharp transverse edges of recently divided root meristematic cells, but enriched at longitudinal edges in elongation zone cells (Ambrose *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). This indicates that both CLASP and GCP2/3 activity promote the presence of microtubules in longitudinal orientation in meristematic cells, matching the observation that in the absence of CLASP, microtubule arrays in meristematic cells become hyperaligned in transverse orientation (Ambrose *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}). These observed differences in CLASP and GCP2/3 localisation may simply reflect different edge geometries. However, it is also possible that other factors are involved in preferential recruitment of CLASP and GCP2/3 to specific edges, implying different edges may have different identities analogous to the complex polarity at different cell faces in the root. What is the biological significance of organising cortical microtubule arrays at edges? Cortical microtubule array orientation controls the organisation of cellulose microfibrils through guidance of Cellulose Synthase Complexes, and consequently, directional growth. Mutants in both CLASP and GCP‐components have severe growth defects (Ambrose *et al*., [2007](#jmi12847-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"}; Nakamura & Hashimoto, [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0055){ref-type="ref"}); however, both proteins also have edge‐independent functions which likely dominate the observed phenotypes. Without strategies specifically abolishing edge‐localisation or ‐activity of CLASP and GCP2/3, it is difficult to experimentally assess the phenotypic consequences of disrupting edge‐based microtubule organisers.

Considering the emerging pivotal role of cell edges in organising microtubules in polyhedral cells of growing organs, the question arises whether cell edges play a similar role in organising the actin cytoskeleton. So far, comparatively little attention has been paid to the pattern of the actin cytoskeleton in such cells and it is therefore accordingly uncertain whether cell edges may also be sites of actin nucleation or organisation. However, some *in planta* imaging of fluorophore‐tagged actin‐binding fimbrin and fimbrin‐truncations in roots, lateral roots and hypocotyls of *Arabidopsis* indicates strong enrichment of actin at the cell periphery and possibly at cell geometric edges (Wang *et al*., [2004](#jmi12847-bib-0086){ref-type="ref"}; Voigt *et al*., [2005](#jmi12847-bib-0083){ref-type="ref"}; Wang *et al*., [2008](#jmi12847-bib-0087){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, actin‐associated proteins have also been reported to localise to the cell periphery, with some labelling cell vertices: components of the membrane‐localised SCAR complex, which activates the conserved actin‐nucleating APR2/3 complex, localise to cell vertices in both root and shoot tissue (Dyachok *et al*., [2008](#jmi12847-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}; Dyachok *et al*., [2011](#jmi12847-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}). It is worth noting however that these localisation patterns may also represent polar localisation to anticlinal cell edges and should perhaps be re‐examined in the current context of greater appreciation of cell geometric edges as polar domains and sites of cytoskeleton initiation.

Membrane‐associated proteins at cell edges {#jmi12847-sec-0050}
==========================================

In their seminal electron microscopy studies of *Azolla*, Gunning and colleagues noted microtubules at plant cell edges often coincided with vesicles (Gunning *et al*., [1978](#jmi12847-bib-0033){ref-type="ref"}), and similar observations were made in leaflet cells of *Adiantum capillus‐veneris* (Panteris *et al*., [1993a](#jmi12847-bib-0057){ref-type="ref"}, [b](#jmi12847-bib-0058){ref-type="ref"}). Recent work has revealed that such vesicles at cell edges can have biochemically distinct identities: in lateral organ primordia and young primary roots of *Arabidopsis*, vesicular compartments labelled by the small GTPase RAB‐A5c accumulate specifically at cell edges (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [2C](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Localisation of RAB‐A5c mutant variants and the endocytic tracer dye FM4‐64 indicates that these cell edge compartments derive from the post‐Golgi sorting hub, the *trans*‐Golgi network/early endosome (TGN/EE), and eventually fuse with the plasma membrane, indicating that cells specify an exocytic trafficking route specifically to their geometric edges (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Inhibition of RAB‐A5c function through conditional expression of a dominant‐inhibitory Rab mutant variant results in a shift from anisotropic (directional) to near‐isotropic growth in lateral root epidermal cells (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). This suggests that a RAB‐A5c‐mediated edge‐directed trafficking route is required for directional growth in *Arabidopsis*. Interestingly, this effect on directional growth is likely independent of the role cell edges play in organising cortical microtubule arrays: RAB‐A5c and CLASP or GCP2 localise to cell edges independently of each other, and there is little overlap between RAB‐A5c and CLASP or GCP2 at cell edges (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}; Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Surprisingly, cortical microtubules were significantly more aligned in transverse orientation when RAB‐A5c function was inhibited, an orientation typically associated with anisotropic rather than the observed near‐isotropic growth. When microtubule reorganisation was perturbed genetically or pharmacologically concomitant with RAB‐A5c inhibition, the growth defects were synergistically enhanced (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). This indicates the observed microtubule reorganisation was a compensatory response, and that exocytic trafficking to cell edges affects directional growth through a different mechanism. Like CLASP and GCP2, RAB‐A5c‐labelled cell edge compartments do not associate uniformly with all cell edges in growing tissues, further supporting the notion that different edges may have different polarities. In contrast to CLASP and GCP2 however, RAB‐A5c is significantly enriched at longitudinal cell edges in meristematic lateral root cells (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). Similar to CLASP, RAB‐A5c is largely confined to longitudinal edges in elongation zone cells (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}). Although neither CLASP nor GCP2 appears to be necessary for RAB‐A5c edge‐localisation *per se*, the relative distribution of RAB‐A5c across different cell edge is sensitive to mutations in these proteins. The *clasp‐1* background significantly enhances localisation of RAB‐A5c to longitudinal edges of meristematic cells, whereas the GCP2 mutant *spr3* results in increased RAB‐A5c localisation to transverse cell edges (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). As RAB‐A5c localisation at cell edges is dependent on microtubules (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0041){ref-type="ref"}), these differences in relative RAB‐A5c enrichment are likely indirect and caused by changes in cell‐wide microtubule organisation in these mutants. However, they highlight a possible mode of action for cross‐talk between different proteins localising to cell edge domains through convergence on microtubule arrays.

In addition to the discovery of discrete edge‐localised membrane compartments, the significance of cell edges as a discrete polar domain has been highlighted by the recent identification of the SOSEKI (SOK) family of proteins in *Arabidopsis* (Yoshida *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). The five SOK proteins appear to peripherally associate with the plasma membrane and occupy a subcellular domain including cell edges and part of the adjacent cell faces. Different SOK members identify different subcellular domains: for instance, SOK1:YFP localises to the apical outer edge in young vascular cells, whereas SOK2:YFP localises to basal cell edges in root endodermal cells (Yoshida *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [2B](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). Mis‐expression of SOK1 induced abnormal cell division orientations in roots, but the function of the remaining SOK proteins remains unknown. SOK proteins are expressed in the embryo as well as primary and lateral roots and intriguingly, localise to the same subcellular polar domain relative to the main organ axes in both the embryo and the root (Yoshida *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}). This observation gives rise to the attractive hypothesis that SOK proteins may integrate information from the apical‐basal and outer--inner polar axes. Unlike cell‐edge localised RAB‐A5c, SOK edge localisation is not sensitive to pharmacological disruption of either microtubules or actin (Yoshida *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), indicating other mechanisms are involved in establishing their polarity. Intriguingly, SOK proteins contain a DUF966 domain, which has structural similarities to the DIX domain found in known regulators of metazoan cell polarity. Polar localisation of SOK1 is lost in a protein deletion lacking the DUF966 domain and its adjacent regions. Thus, specific edge‐polarity of SOK proteins has been associated with a protein region with similarity to metazoan polarity determinants, providing the first polarity determinant of an edge‐localised protein in plants.

Edge polarity in the plant cell wall {#jmi12847-sec-0060}
====================================

Cell edges have also emerged as a domain of interest in the context of cell wall biology. In particular, it has been argued that the high, undirected turgor pressure that promotes a spherical cell shape creates significant mechanical stresses at the edges of polyhedral cells (Jarvis *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}), which have to be counteracted by strengthening of the cell wall specifically at edges. There is a rich body of literature investigating the composition of the cell wall in differentiated tissues, revealing different mechanisms through which such mechanical strengthening may be accomplished. For instance, cell edges at intercellular spaces in parenchymous tissue of various tubers, roots and fruit are rich in pectin, particularly in its de‐methylesterified form (Bush *et al*., [2001](#jmi12847-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}; Parker *et al*., [2001](#jmi12847-bib-0060){ref-type="ref"}; Jarvis *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0039){ref-type="ref"}; Guillemin *et al*., [2005](#jmi12847-bib-0032){ref-type="ref"}; Szymańska‐Chargot *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0077){ref-type="ref"}). De‐methylesterified pectin can mechanically stiffen the cell wall through calcium cross‐linking (Wolf & Greiner, [2012](#jmi12847-bib-0088){ref-type="ref"}), and indeed calcium itself can be enriched in the cell wall around cell vertices (Guglielmino *et al*., [1997](#jmi12847-bib-0031){ref-type="ref"}). Furthermore, cell edges in some species are additionally enriched in phenolic compounds involved in cell‐cell adhesion (Parr *et al*., [1996](#jmi12847-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}; Waldron *et al*., [1997](#jmi12847-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Parker *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}; Suslov *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). For example, cell edges of Chinese water chestnut were found to be strongly enriched in ferulic acid (FA) (Parr *et al*., [1996](#jmi12847-bib-0062){ref-type="ref"}). This has been proposed to locally strengthen the cell wall through increased oxidative cross‐linking of FA‐esterified pectic polysaccharides, which become less soluble in water as a result (Waldron *et al*., [1997](#jmi12847-bib-0084){ref-type="ref"}; Parker *et al*., [2003](#jmi12847-bib-0061){ref-type="ref"}). In addition to cell edges at intracellular spaces, cell edges at the outer faces of onion epidermal cells are different in composition to adjacent cell faces as they have a lower cellulose content (Suslov *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0073){ref-type="ref"}). These edges were found to be softer than faces in indentation experiments (Routier‐Kierzkowska *et al*., [2012](#jmi12847-bib-0067){ref-type="ref"}), but surprisingly, also appeared to be stronger than cell faces under tensile loading (Zamil *et al*., [2013](#jmi12847-bib-0091){ref-type="ref"}; Zamil *et al*., [2014](#jmi12847-bib-0092){ref-type="ref"}). Other reports also describe edge‐enrichment of structurally supportive lignin and lignin‐related enzymes in some tissues and species (Tirumalai *et al*., [1996](#jmi12847-bib-0079){ref-type="ref"}; Agarwal, [2006](#jmi12847-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}; Zeng *et al*., [2017](#jmi12847-bib-0093){ref-type="ref"}; Yi Chou *et al*., [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0089){ref-type="ref"}). Lignin enrichment is also known to occur along cell edges in some specialised *Arabidopsis* cell types. The formation of a lignin 'brace' delineating cell edges around cells in abscission zones of *Arabidopsis* floral organs is required for proper floral abscission and may function by restricting diffusion of cell wall digesting enzymes, ensuring their concentration around the abscission site (Lee *et al*., [2018](#jmi12847-bib-0047){ref-type="ref"}).

Less is known about the importance of local cell wall modifications in the context of growing tissues. In such tissues, cell edges are expected to accumulate mechanical stress not just for geometrical reasons as outlined above. Cell edges also connect faces on the same cell or neighbouring cells that can grow at significantly different rates and in different directions, which may lead to a build‐up of shear stresses at the edge domain. This implies a possible need for selective stiffening through localised accumulation or modification of cell wall carbohydrates, which in turn necessitates targeted intracellular transport of either cell wall carbohydrates or their associated biosynthetic machinery. The recently described putatively secretory transport pathway to cell edges mediated by RAB‐A5c is a prime candidate for such an activity. Supporting this notion, 3D Finite Element models predict that local reduction of cell wall stiffness at edges can lead to cell swelling resembling that observed in plants in which RAB‐A5c‐mediated trafficking was inhibited (Kirchhelle *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0042){ref-type="ref"}). When RAB‐A5c function was inhibited, cells lost their ability for directional growth. This may be a simple consequence of outward bulging, but considering the non‐uniform distribution of RAB‐A5c compartments at different cell edges, it is also possible that selective modification of cell wall properties at different edges within a cell can dictate a preferential growth direction. Intriguingly, a similar prediction was made in an early conceptual model of plant growth which considered plant cell edges, faces and vertices as distinct elements (Korn, [1982](#jmi12847-bib-0043){ref-type="ref"}). This model concludes that the rate of cell edge growth was primary and causal in determining the growth of the model epidermis.

Additional evidence that cell edge polarity is important during growth comes from studies of the apoplast‐localised predicted β‐1,3 glucanase ZERZAUST (ZET) (Fulton *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}; Vaddepalli *et al*., [2017](#jmi12847-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}) (Fig. [2B](#jmi12847-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). In cortical cells of *Arabidopsis* roots, ZET is confined to longitudinal edges, where it associates with the cell wall. The precise function of ZET at cell edges is unclear but loss of ZET is associated with defects in trichoblast specification and morphological abnormalities including stunted growth and organ twisting in aerial organs (Fulton *et al*., [2009](#jmi12847-bib-0025){ref-type="ref"}). Intriguingly, Fourier‐transformed infrared‐spectroscopy (FTIR) of *zet* mutant cell wall preparations revealed alterations in cell wall composition (Vaddepalli *et al*., [2017](#jmi12847-bib-0081){ref-type="ref"}). It is not yet clear whether these alterations are a direct or indirect consequence of loss of ZET function, whether they reflect global changes in cell wall composition or local changes at the edge domain, and how they are functionally linked to the observed morphological phenotypes.

In addition to this emerging role in growth control of cell edges, it is interesting to note that localisation of *Arabidopsis* SOK proteins to the cell edge periphery is dependent on cell wall integrity (Yoshida *et al*., [2019](#jmi12847-bib-0090){ref-type="ref"}), indicating feedback between the cell wall and intracellular polarity. Whether this dependence represents a direct role for the cell wall in maintenance of cell geometric edges as a discrete cellular domain, or is due to disruption of cell geometry or cell mechanical properties by cell‐wall disrupting treatments remains unclear.

Cell edges -- plants and beyond {#jmi12847-sec-0070}
===============================

Having long featured in mathematical descriptions of plant cells, cell edges have recently also emerged as biochemically distinct, polar domains within cells. Cell edge polarity has important functions during growth, yet many questions regarding the definition and function of cell geometric edges as discrete cellular domains remain open. For instance, the differences between RAB‐A5c and SOK subcellular localisation, dynamics and (possibly) function suggest that these represent separate edge‐polarised systems in plant cells. How is edge polarity of these systems established and maintained? What roles do these systems respectively fulfil, and how are they related to each other? Answering these questions will depend on the identification and characterisation of further molecular components in each system.

Emerging knowledge about the cell edge domain in plants also raises questions regarding an analogous role of cell edges as discrete cellular domains in other multicellular organisms. Polyhedral cells with sharply defined edges also exist within metazoan tissues, particularly within epithelia. Within epithelial sheets, tricellular junctions (the edges where three cells meet) accumulate distinct proteins which form tight junctions to maintain the epithelium\'s barrier function (Staehelin, [1973](#jmi12847-bib-0071){ref-type="ref"}; Ikenouchi *et al*., [2005](#jmi12847-bib-0038){ref-type="ref"}; Byri *et al*., [2015](#jmi12847-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}). Tricellular junctions are also believed to be major tension‐bearing elements in epithelial sheets (Oda *et al*., [2014](#jmi12847-bib-0056){ref-type="ref"}). Recently, an intriguing additional function for tricellular junctions during *Drosophila* embryo development has been identified. Tricellular junctions accumulated the dynein‐associated protein Mud, which in association with microtubules act as force‐generators to orient the mitotic spindle and thus cell division plane orientation (Bosveld *et al*., [2016](#jmi12847-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}). It has also been reported that pancreatic β cells (which do not exhibit pronounced basal‐apical polarity) can exhibit edge polarity, as geometric edges in these cells were enriched in proteins involved in cell‐cell adhesion, signalling and secretion (Geron *et al*., [2015](#jmi12847-bib-0028){ref-type="ref"}). This edge‐enrichment was not observed in other studies though and it has been suggested that such differences may arise from use of cultured islets versus islet slices (Low *et al*., [2014](#jmi12847-bib-0048){ref-type="ref"}; Gan et al., 2017). Although pancreatic β cells are principally capable of edge polarisation, it therefore remains unclear whether this polarity is physiological significant in real tissues.

Little is known about a role of cell edges as polar domains in other multicellular organisms, although it should be noted recent work revealed edge‐enrichment of certain fungal cell‐wall associated glucan elongations proteins (GELs) in spores of *Magnaporthe oryzae* (rice blast fungus) (Samalova *et al*., [2017](#jmi12847-bib-0070){ref-type="ref"}). GEL proteins likely assist with modification of the fungal cell wall during growth of infection structures and in the early‐developing spores of *Magnaporthe oryzae*, although the functional role of their edge‐specific enrichment remains unknown.

Although different molecular mechanisms are involved and knowledge about cell edge polarity is still sparse, there are some interesting conceptual parallels between the observed role of cell edges in different organisms: namely, cell edges can be polarised with respect to membrane trafficking and cytoskeletal organisation, and they can be involved in maintaining cell geometry and division plane orientation (possibly through using cell edges as landmarks), and they may be tension‐ or load‐bearing points, necessitating local modification of the extracellular matrix. Are edges universally important polar domains? Our understanding of the mechanisms underpinning cell edge polarity and its diverse functions is still in its infancy, but these observations provide an exciting starting point to further explore this question.
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